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Telex : un système de partage en ériture pourles appliations ollaboratives, basé sur unmodèle formelRésumé : Le système Telex est onçu pour le partage des données modi�ablesdans un environnement réparti, prinipalement pour des appliations ollaboratives.Les utilisateurs opèrent sur une opie loale et persistante des douments qu'ilspartagent ils peuvent travailler en mode déonneté, et ne sont pas ralentis parla latene du réseau. Telex utilise une approhe indépendante de l'appliationpour déteter et orriger les on�its, qui se base sur un graphe ations-ontraintes(ACG) qui résume la sémantique de onurrene des appliations. L'ACGest stoké de façon e�ae dans une struture dite multi-journal qui éliminela ontention et est optimisée pour la loalité. Des appliations di�érentess'exéutent sur Telex, qui permet de mettre à jour plusieurs douments defaçon oordonnée. Telex sépare proprement la logique système (e qui inlutla répliation, les vues, le �undo�, la séurité, la ohérene, les on�its, etla �nalisation) de la logique appliative. Un exemple d'appliation est unalendrier partagé, pour gérer des réunions multi-utilisateur le système déteteles on�its de réunion et les résout de façon ohérente.Mots-lés : Pas de motlef



Telex: Prinipled Sys. Support for Write-Sharing in Collab. Apps. 31 IntrodutionThe Telex system provides novel solutions for write-sharing data in o-operativeand disonneted work settings.Existing approahes have severe limitations. For instane state mahinerepliation [5℄ imposes high lateny and does not support disonneted opera-tion. The popular last-writer-wins algorithm [11℄ does not ensure any high-levelorretness guarantees.1 In ontrast, Telex is based on a prinipled approahthat ombines �exibility and orretness, and leanly separates appliation logifrom system logi.Appliation logi transmits to Telex ations (operations) and onstraints(onurreny invariants), and applies exeution shedules transmitted by Telex.In return, Telex takes are of: repliation, onsisteny, storage and aess on-trol; olleting, transmitting and persisting operations; deteting on�its andomputing high-quality on�it-free shedules; forward exeution and rollbak;hekpointing; ommitment; and aess ontrol. Telex supports multi-doumentupdates and ross-appliation senarios out of the box.Telex is based on a prinipled approah, the Ation-Constraint Graph(ACG) [12℄. We designed the multilog data struture to store ACG-based do-uments in a distributed �le system. Multilogs eliminate write ontention andpromote loality.We developed a number of demonstration appliations above Telex. Forinstane, a shared alendar appliation lets people organise their agenda ollab-oratively, arranging private events and group meetings. Telex detets meetingon�its and proposes possible solutions.The ontributions of this paper inlude: a novel approah to shared datarepliation that is appliation independent yet appliation-aware, the ACG; thepratial engineering of an ACG system, in partiular the doument and multi-log strutures; design examples and lessons learned for ACG-based appliations;and some benhmarks and performane measurements.This paper proeeds as follows. Setion 2 is an overview. Setion 3 explainsthe data strutures that Telex uses. Setion 4 douments the Telex arhite-ture and implementation. In Setion 5, we present some example appliations.Setion 6 evaluates the Telex performane. We re�et on lessons learned inSetion 7. Setion 8 ompares Telex with related work. Finally, Setion 9 on-ludes.2 Telex overviewWe give an overview of the Telex system from three omplementary points ofview.1Setion 8 analyses the state of the art in detail.RR n° 6546



4 Benmou�ok et al.
a. App. rei�es user op. b. Remote ation rvd.: . Compute shedule(s),as ations & onstraints upall for on�it onstraints exeute, displayFigure 1: Telex interations. (The irled numbers refer to Figure 5)2.1 User/appliation perspetiveTelex supports partiipants, i.e., users working at disjoint sites, whih may bewidely distributed. An authorised partiipant may repliate a shared doumenton his site.A site operates optimistially [11℄: it applies loal ations (operations),sends them to other sites, and eventually replays the ations it reeives. Hene,appliations are not slowed down by remote synhronisation, network issues, orby remote failures.A partiipant may work either onneted or disonneted from others. Thus,eah partiipant has his own view of the urrent state of the shared doument.Douments and views persist aross log-out/log-in and restarts. However, aview is only tentative and may have to roll bak.Telex, not appliations, takes are of hard issues suh as on�it detetion,reoniliation, and onsisteny. However, sine a on�it is the violation of someappliation invariant, Telex is parameterised by appliation-spei� onurrenyinvariants alled onstraints. A onstraint relates two ations, either of the sameor distint douments. Hene, Telex maintains onsisteny between douments.Figure 1 illustrates the ontrol struture of Telex with a Shared Calendar(SC) appliation.2 In this example, the partiipant reates an appointment,whih on�its (double booking) with one reated remotely. In Figure 1.a,the partiipant performs the appointment operation. The SC appliation logsthe orresponding ations and onstraints to the loal Telex dæmon (+ationappointment). In Figure 1.b, when the site reeives a remote ation (signal),it ompares it to the onurrent ations. If Telex suspets a on�it, it allsup to the appliation (getConstraint), whih replies with preise information(+onstraint antagonism). Finally, as in Figure 1., Telex periodially sendsshedules to the appliation, for exeution and/or rollbak. The appliation2Elements of the �gure not disussed here will be explained in later setions.

INRIA



Telex: Prinipled Sys. Support for Write-Sharing in Collab. Apps. 5Name Notation SemantisNotAfter A→ B A is never after B in any sheduleEnables A ⊳ B B in a shedule implies A in same sheduleNonCommuting A / B Must agree on A→ B or B → A (on�it)Atomi A
⊳
⊲ B All or nothingCausal A
⊳
→ B B depends ausally on AAntagonism A
←
→ B A and B never both in same shedule (on�it)Table 1: Constraintsomputes and displays the orresponding views, in this example with a on�itindiation (on�it).32.2 Formal perspetive: ations and onstraintsTelex is based on a formal model, the Ation-Constraint Graph (ACG) [12℄.The ACG is a labelled graph whose nodes are the ations and edges are theonstraints. The urrent view of a site is the result of exeuting a sound shedule,i.e., an ordering of ations urrently known at that site, that obeys the safetyonstraints NotAfter and Enables. In e�et, the ACG represents the set of alllegal views.Table 1 presents brie�y the onstraints supported by Telex; for full detailsplease refer to the relevant publiations [12℄. The �rst three are primitive, thelast three are ombinations of the primitives.4These represent important lasses of onurreny invariants. While theyan approximate the true appliation semantis only grossly, we have foundthat they are su�iently expressive for reoniliation purposes in several kindsof appliations [9, 13℄.Formally, eventual onsisteny requires that all shedules be sound, thatthey have a ommon stable sound pre�x, that every ation eventually be eitheraborted or in the pre�x, and that non-ommuting ations that are in the pre�xbe ordered.5 The latter two items imply a global onsensus between sites. Weall this onsensus the ommitment protool. In Telex, ommitment is optimisti,i.e., it ours in the bakground, not in the ritial path of appliations.2.3 Engineering perspetive: multi-logs and ommitmentThe design of Telex is motivated by some major requirements and hallenges:(i) Persist and repliate the ACG. (ii) Provide strong guarantees above a dis-3For the purpose of this paper, doument state, view and shedule are synonymous. �View�emphasises that the state is loal and is not unique; �shedule� emphasises that it is omputedby some ordering of available ations.4Atomi does not ensure transational isolation; an isolation onstraint will be added inthe future. Currently, to ahieve isolation, the user must manually group operations into asingle ation.5Mutually-ommuting ations may run in any relative order.RR n° 6546



6 Benmou�ok et al.tributed �le system with only best-e�ort onsisteny. (iii) Integrate doumentsinto the �le system, with reasonable overhead and salability. (iv) Provide a-ess ontrol, without violating onsisteny. (v) Remove old ACG entries fromstorage. (vi) Deentralised, peer-to-peer design, with support for asual dison-neted operation.A doument is a named entity in the �le system. For loality, a doumentstores only the portion of the ACG onsisting of the ations operating on thedoument, and their onstraints.Telex douments oexist with ordinary �les and diretories in the �le system.Using one or the other is up to the appliation.Telex relies on external mehanisms to store and repliate douments, andto propagate hanges to remote sites. To avoid �le system bottleneks andonsisteny issues, eah partiipant writes to a distint append-only log withina doument. To enable inremental garbage olletion, the log is broken downinto suessive hunk �les. This struture is alled multilog.A log is a suession of ations and onstraints in no partiular order. Weoptimise for the expeted ommon ase, where onstraints are inside the samelog; inter-log onstraints within the same doument are slightly more expensive.Inter-doument onstraints are assumed to be relatively rare and are more ostly.Beause of network delays and disonnetions, and beause of �ltering andaess ontrol (explained later), at any point in time, di�erent partiipants mayobserve di�erent ACGs. However, eah partiipant's view is onsistent, beauseit results from a sound shedule. Thus, if some ation A is not in a view, and
A Enables B, then B is also not in that view.The urrent view an be reorded in a snapshot. Snapshots name a view,speed up the omputation of later views, and help with garbage olletion.A deentralised, bakground ommitment protool ensures that the ommonpre�x of shedules makes progress. Eah partiipant an vote for a sheduleaording, for instane, to user preferene. Voting is deentralised and peer-to-peer.Committed log reords may be deleted. However it may be advantageousto retain them for auditing, reovery or seletive undo (to be explained later).3 Data strutures3.1 Doument storageTelex stores its douments in �le systems with standard, best-e�ort onsistenyguarantees. The storage design obeys some spei� requirements. Doumentsshould be seamlessly integrated above a standard POSIX interfae, with reason-able performane and salability. They should o-exist with lassial �les andINRIA



Telex: Prinipled Sys. Support for Write-Sharing in Collab. Apps. 7

Figure 2: Storage of Telex doumentdiretories. Partiipants must be able to work normally while disonneted.The system should sales well with the number of ollaborating partiipants.Finally, Partiipants' data must be seured even when shared.We implemented multilogs above the federative peer-to-peer �le systemVOFS [1℄. VOFS provides global aess to �les with best-e�ort onsisteny.It supports disonneted operations via persistent repliation, and noti�ationsfor �le modi�ations on distributed �les. A omplete desription of VOFS isoutside of the sope of this paper; here we fous on spei� features related toTelex integration.3.1.1 Multilog DesignAs illustrated in Figure 2, a Telex doument is a strutured diretory of �les.Appliations and Telex may store doument-spei� data within the doument,suh as �lters and snapshots. These data are loal to a partiipant; only themultilog needs to be repliated.A multilog is itself strutured as a diretory that ontains an append-onlylog per partiipant. Ations and onstraints reated by an appliation are ap-pended to that partiipant's log. Eah partiipant's log is repliated at the otherpartiipants' sites; VOFS propagates the updates to the network. As eah loghas a single writer, is append-only, and loal to a doument, this avoids writeontention and salability issues.Propagation of a log through the network is asynhronous, i.e., a log repliamay ontain only a pre�x of its soure, as indiated by the �syn� bar in theRR n° 6546



8 Benmou�ok et al.

Figure 3: Implementation of multilogs over VOFS.�gure. Telex instanes monitor the logs for new updates. Eventually, all ationsand onstraints are known to all partiipants.As time passes, an ation eventually beomes ommitted and is not neededany more. To enable removing suh old reords, a log is itself strutured as adiretory of hunk �les. When the size of the urrent hunk reahes a threshold,a new one is reated. The name of a hunk �le inludes a sequene number,making it onvenient to read hunks in order, and to seletively delete hunks.A hunk may be deleted when all the ations it ontains are ommitted andthere is a later materialised snapshot. This is, however, a poliy deision; a sitemay deide instead to retain old hunks for auditing or reovery.3.1.2 Multilogs on VOFSA doument is stored by the Telex dæmon in the �le system as a diretory. Theinternal struture of this diretory is not meaningful to users, and is intendedto be hidden by the user interfae (muh like the �bundles� of MaOS).In our deployed multilogs so far, we have used a entralised setup at aprimary master site, ontaining the authoritative version of all the logs in adoument. Partiipants' sites ahe the logs persistently, making them availablefor disonneted operation. The master site is a single point of failure and asalability bottlenek.In the future, we plan to use a peer-to-peer on�guration, using aross-network symboli links that VOFS provides. Here, eah partiipant hosts theauthoritative version of his own log on his own site, as in Figure 3. As before,partiipants ahe remote logs persistently. The master site serves only to listall the logs using symboli links. Any other method of distributing the list ouldbe used. INRIA



Telex: Prinipled Sys. Support for Write-Sharing in Collab. Apps. 9

Figure 4: Two multilogs with their logs; note onstraints within log, withindoument, and between douments3.1.3 The Multilog ToolkitVOFS is optimised for multilogs, whih improves the user experiene. However,multilogs an be implemented above any ordinary distributed �le system. Weprovide a toolkit implementation of multilogs, as a set of simple programs anddæmons, providing simple and e�ient multilog management and aess abovean ordinary �le system.The implementation follows losely the design of Figure 2. More details areavailable in Setion 6.3.2 Ation and ConstraintAn ation represents an appliation operation. It is desribed by several at-tributes, of whih some are known to Telex and other are appliation-spei�.Among the former, the most important is a list of ation keys. An ation keyindiates the doument subset that this ation targets; if two ations have aommon key, this indiates suspiion that the ations on�it (see Setion 4.2.1for more detail). An ation belongs to only one doument. It is uniquely iden-ti�ed by the triple 〈doument, issuer, timestamp〉. Telex logs an ation in thelog of the partiipant who issues it.A onstraint rei�es a semanti relation between two ations. It is de�ned byits type (NonCommuting, NotAfter or Enables) and by the two ations it binds.A onstraint is uniquely identi�ed by the triple 〈type, ation1, ation2〉. Telexlogs a onstraint in the log of the partiipant who issues it.Most often, a onstraint binds two ations of the same doument, whetherissued by the same partiipant or not. Suh a onstraint is alled an intra-doument onstraint. However, a onstraint may bind ations of two distintdouments. Suh a onstraint is alled a ross-doument onstraint. It is thenlogged in both douments.RR n° 6546



10 Benmou�ok et al.A onstraint C referenes an ation A by using one of the three followingforms: (timestamp) if A is issued by the same partiipant as C and belongs tothe same doument, (issuer, timestamp) if A belongs to the same doument asC and (doId, issuer, timestamp) otherwise. In the latter form, doId is the idof the doument that ation A belongs to.Figure 4 shows an example of the two types of onstraint. Constraint
C1 is an intra-doument onstraint: it binds ations A1 and A2 of doumentOSDI_paper. Constraint C1 is issued by Pierre and thus it is logged in Pierre'slog of OSDI_paper. On the other hand, onstraint C2 is a ross-doument on-straint: it binds ation A3 of doument OSDI_paper and ation A4 of doument�gure_1. Constraint C2 is issued by Georgios and thus it is logged in Georgios'slog of both OSDI_paper and �gure_1.3.3 ViewsA desirable feature of repliation in ollaborative work is to enable di�erentpartiipants to have their own view of a shared doument. For instane apartiipant working on a given setion of a shared doument may temporarilyignore updates to the same setion by other partiipants. Telex allows thepartiipant to selet a partiular view of a doument by means of ation �lters.A �lter de�nes whih ations of the ACG Telex must exlude when omputingsound shedules. When applying a �lter, Telex also exlude all ations that�ltered ations enable. This ensures that the view omputed by �ltering isalways sound, i.e., doument invariants are not violated.A partiipant de�nes a �lter by speifying its name and one or more �lter-ing riteria involving any attribute of an ation. The partiipant may de�neseveral �lters on a doument and dynamially add and remove them. Telexsaves urrently-de�ned �lters as part of the persistent state of a doument.Note that a �lter may target a spei� ation of a doument. By adding andremoving the �lter, user may thus seletively undo and redo the orrespondingation in his view of the doument. (To undo an ation persistently, the parti-ipant must abort it. By onvention, this is expressed by marking the ation asantagonisti with itself.)Filters also provide a means to permanently exlude the operations of apartiipant who turns out to be maliious, as in the Ivy �le system [6℄. Contraryto Ivy, Telex �lters maintain orretness, by exluding all ations that dependson the maliious partiipant's ations.3.4 SnapshotA snapshot reords some view of the doument. To de�ne a snapshot, a par-tiipant spei�es its name and the shedule of ations whose exeution yieldsINRIA



Telex: Prinipled Sys. Support for Write-Sharing in Collab. Apps. 11

Figure 5: Telex arhiteturethe state being reorded. In addition, the appliation may provide the or-responding binary state of the doument. In this ase, the snapshot is saidmaterialised. Materialised snapshots speed up the omputation of a view andare used as garbage olletion points.The partiipant may de�ne any number of snapshots of interest to him, andlater remove those that are no longer useful. Telex saves the set of urrently-de�ned snapshots as part the persistent state of the doument.4 Telex arhiteture and operationFigure 5 is a detailed view of Figure 1 whih shows the overall arhiteture ofTelex. An instane of Telex runs at eah site and ommuniates with remotesites.On top of the �gure are the appliations using the servies of Telex. Severalsuh appliations may run onurrently at the same site. In the middle of the�gure is the Telex system. It is omposed of two main modules � the shedulerand the replia reoniler � layered on top of two auxiliary modules � thetransmitter and the logger. Arrows in the �gure represent invoation pathsbetween Telex modules and to/from appliations.RR n° 6546



12 Benmou�ok et al.Eah appliation may open one or more douments. For eah open dou-ment, Telex reates one instane of eah module, whih maintains the exeutionontext of the doument. The only exeption is when douments are bound byross-doument onstraints, as desribed in setion 4.2.3. In this ase, the bounddouments share the same instane of the replia reoniler and the sheduler.We desribe next the interation between a Telex instane and the outsideworld and then detail the operation of the main modules.4.1 InterationsTelex-appliation interations involve exhanging piees of AC graphs (sets ofations and onstraints downwards, sets of shedules upwards). The interationyle is as follows. The partiipant ats upon the appliation, whih translateshis request into one or more ations and onstraints and passes them to Telex. Inreturn, Telex omputes a sound shedule from the set of loally-known ationsand onstraints and hands the shedule to the appliation. The appliationexeutes the shedule and presents the resulting state to the partiipant. Ifsome ations on�it, then several sounds shedules exist, eah orrespondingto a possible solution to the on�it. The appliation presents the resultingstates to the partiipant so that he an selet the solution he prefers.Telex sites exhange ations and onstraints through multilogs, and om-muniate with eah other in the ommitment protool. The logger module logsthe ations and onstraints submitted by the loal partiipant in the partii-pant's log. In return, the VOFS noti�es the logger when remote partiipant'slog are updated. The transmitter determines the set of peer sites and providesan Atomi Multiast servie among peer sites (arrows #9 and #10).4.2 ShedulerThe role of the sheduler is twofold. First, it maintains the in-memory ACG thatrepresents the state of the doument at the loal site. Seond, it periodiallyomputes sets of sound shedules from the ACG and proposes them to theappliation for exeution. Ations and/or onstraints are added to the grapheither by:� The appliation (Figure 5, arrow #1), when the loal partiipant updatesthe doument.� The logger (arrow #2), when it reeives an update issued by a remotepartiipant.� The replia reoniler (arrow #3), when it ommits a shedule.The sheduler passes loally-submitted ations and onstraints to the logger(arrow #4) to log them on persistent storage. INRIA



Telex: Prinipled Sys. Support for Write-Sharing in Collab. Apps. 134.2.1 Cross-site onstraint generationAtions logged independently by two partiipants may on�it; for instanein the shared alendar appliation, a same user ould be added to two parallelmeetings. Telex ensures that on�its are rei�ed by onstraints as follows. Whena site reeives a new ation, it ompares it against already-known, onurrentations of the same doument. If they have a ommon key, then Telex invokes theorresponding appliation's getConstraint upall. If the ations really on�it,the appliation responds by logging an appropriate onstraint (arrow #5 inFigure 1.b or Figure 5).Ation keys are opaque to Telex, whih tests them for equality only. Ationkeys serve as a ompat, but approximate, representation of the doument subsetthat the ation uses or updates. Typially, an ation key hashes the identi�erof a parameter of the ation. Multiple keys have �or� semantis (Telex upallsgetConstraint if a key of one ation equals any key of the other). To implement�and� semantis (for instane, to get an upall only if two given objets areinvolved) the appliation hashes the XOR of their identi�ers into a single key.An ation with no keys on�its with no other.If two unrelated ations happens to have equal ation keys, no harm is done,other than a loss of performane.4.2.2 Shedule generationA large number of sound shedules exist for any given ACG in the generalase. It is therefore not feasible to ompute all sound shedules beforehand andpresent them to the appliation. Besides, the appliation may be interested onlyin a few or even just one shedule. For these reasons, Telex generates soundshedules dynamially, upon appliation request (this is not shown in Figure 5).The appliation may thus iterate through the proposed shedules and stopswhen one or more appropriate shedules are found.Telex generates the best shedules �rst, where the quality metri is thenumber of ations inluded (implying fewer ations aborted). Optimal shedul-ing is NP-omplete, therefore Telex runs a heuristi inspired by IeCube [9℄.Seondary goals of the heuristi are to give preferene to ations of the loalpartiipant in the ase of a on�it, and to avoid returning a shedule equivalentto one returned previously.4.2.3 Bound doumentsTwo douments are said bound if there exists a onstraint between an ation ofone and an ation of the other, and either ation (or both) is not ommitted.For instane, if a partiipant wishes to update two douments atomially, hesets an Enables onstraint in eah diretion between the updates.RR n° 6546



14 Benmou�ok et al.The ations of a doument may not be sheduled independently from thoseof the douments it is bound to. Sheduling is optimised for the ommon aseof non-bound douments, but we provide speial proessing for this partiularase. Note that bound douments may be handled by distint appliations.Telex proesses bound doument by merging them into a single shared ACGin order to ompute global shedules over all ations and onstraints. Eahglobal shedule generally ontains ations from all bound douments. Thus,in order to exeute a global shedule, Telex �rst projets the shedule on eahdoument and passes eah resulting sub-shedule to the relevant appliation.The projetion operation simply onsists in retaining only those ations thatbelong to the target doument while preserving their order. Telex assigns thesame identi�er to the sub-shedules deriving from the same global shedule.This way, the partiipant an identify mathing sub-shedules on eah bounddoument.4.3 Replia reonilerEah Telex site proposes a set of onstraints, a proposal, to remote sites. A pro-posal ontains deision to ommit, abort or serialise ations. These proposalsmay di�er, due to asynhronous ommuniation, �ltering, di�ering loal infor-mation, or user preferene. The replia reoniler is in harge of ommitment,i.e., reahing agreement on a ommon shedule pre�x. Commitment ours inthe bakground, not within the ritial path of appliations. The ommittedproposal appears as a pre�x of the loal shedules.We propose a plug-in replia reoniler arhiteture, providing di�erentstrategies aording to needs. A reoniler has four (asynhronous) phases.1. Eah sites ompute a proposal, aording to its loal view, for instanebased on the user's preferenes (arrow #8 in Figure 5).2. The transmitter atomi multiasts proposals to set of sites diretly on-erned (arrow #9) by the agreement (in ase of bound douments morethan one replia group may be onerned). Atomi multiast maintainsliveness in presene of faults and network lags.3. The transmitter forwards proposals it reeives up to the replia reoniler(arrow #10).4. Aording to the ommitment algorithm (desribed next) the reonilerhooses a winning proposal, and logs it (arrows #3 and #4).Currently we propose two ommitment algorithms. (i) A �rst-in �rst-out algo-rithm for appliations suh as a distributed database. At eah site the FIFOalgorithm proposes to minimise the number of dead ations aording to itsloal view. When a site delivers a new proposal, the FIFO algorithm heks thesoundness of the proposal aording to the previous winning proposals (arrows#8 and #7). If the deision is sound, the reoniler adds it to the ACG, if notthe deision is disarded. INRIA



Telex: Prinipled Sys. Support for Write-Sharing in Collab. Apps. 15(ii) A voting algorithm that takes into aount loal preferenes. A proposalis a vote spanning one or multiple ations over one or more douments. Aproposal is broken into sub-ACGs with spei� properties, alled andidates.Candidates ontaining the same ations hallenge eah other. A andidate maybe eleted only if its set of ations is transitively losed in the union of all theACGs aross sites. This protool is desribed in detail in a separate publiation[15℄.4.4 Aess ontrolThe Telex design inludes aess ontrol at inreasingly �ne-grain levels, usinga seurity framework (whose desription is out of sope of this doument). Thisis indiated by the three arrows marked hek in Figure 1. (i) Aess ontrol at�le granularity ensures that a single partiipant writes a given log, and that onlyauthorised users an read a log. (ii) The Telex dæmon heks whether a useris allowed to aess an individual log reord.6 (iii) Appliations may enforefurther ontrol. For instane, in the SC appliation, a user might observe thetimes that another user is busy, but not be allowed to see the other detailsof his meetings. As explained in Setion 2.3, aess ontrol does not violateonsisteny.5 AppliationsTo provide insight on the issues involved in using the Telex system, this setionpresents some of our example appliations. We will return to the lessons learnedin a later setion.5.1 Simple Repliated DitionaryWe start with a simple example. Our Simple Repliated Ditionary Appliation(SRDA) manages shared ditionaries. SRDA is intended as a building blok forappliations suh as a shared address book. Users an operate on a ditionary ineither onneted or disonneted mode. Telex guarantees that, in spite of nodearrivals, departures or failures, all instanes of a given ditionary onverge.A doument ontains tuples of the form 〈tupleID , attribute1, attribute2, . . .〉,for any number of attributes. Eah attribute is a 〈name, value〉 pair. SRDAprovides these operations:� insert(tupleID , attrs): inserts a new entry, with identi�er tupleID andattributes attrs, into the ditionary doument.� modify(tupleID , attrs): modi�es attributes for the given tupleID .6This is not yet implemented in the urrent version.RR n° 6546



16 Benmou�ok et al.
insert ∀ previous remi.TID :

remi.TID → urrent ins .TID

remove ins .TID
⊳
→ urrent rem.TID

modify ins .TID
⊳
→ urrent mod .TID

∀ previous mod i.TID .attr j :
mod i → urrent modTable 2: Sequential exeution onstraints (Notation: ins = insert , mod =

modify , rem = remove, attr = attribute, TID = tupleID)� remove(tupleID): deletes the tuple orresponding to the given tupleID .� read(tupleID): returns the attributes orresponding to the given tupleID .In the �rst operation, the tupleID must be previously unused or removed;for all the others, a tuple identi�ed by tupleID must already exist. The mod-ify operation assigns the listed attributes if they already exist for the tuple,otherwise it adds them.Insert, modify and remove operations translate to a Telex ation. BeauseTelex does not yet support isolated multi-operation transations, we managewrite dependenies in the write operations, as explained shortly. Read opera-tions are treated as loal.5.1.1 Sequential onstraintsTable 2 summarises the sequential semantis of SRDA. SRDA logs these on-straints at the same time as it logs the right-hand ation of the onstraint.In the Telex design, the appliation should log ausal dependene only whenthe seond ation truly depends on the �rst. Hene, a modify ation, or a
remove, is ausally dependent on the insert that reated the tuple. Thus, ifthe insert aborts or fails, the dependent modify and remove ations will bedisarded from any sound shedule. Furthermore, we treat every write operationas a read-ompute-write transation.In order to ensure read-your-writes session guarantees [16℄, we set NotAfteronstraints between insert , modify and remove ations in the same user session,even between di�erent ditionary douments.Finally, to ensure the orret sheduling of a remove followed by an insertwith the same tuple identi�er, we make all previous remove with the sametuple-id NotAfter the urrent insert . The SRDA appliation logs the aboveonstraints in the multilog, at the same time as it logs the right-hand ation.The SRDA appliation logs the above onstraints in the multilog, at thesame time as it logs the right-hand ation. INRIA
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ins2 mod2

ins1 ins1.TID = ins2.TID

⇒ ins1 / ins2 �
mod1.TID = mod2.TID∧

mod1 impossible attrs1.TIDs ∩ attrs2.TIDs 6= Ø
⇒ mod1 / mod2Table 3: SRDA getConstraint5.1.2 Conurreny onstraintsSine it is illegal to insert the same identi�er twie, two onurrent insert ationsthat refer to the same identi�er are NonCommuting. Otherwise, onurrentinserts ommute. Similarly, two onurrent modify operations with the sameidenti�er and overlapping attributes are also NonCommuting.Those onstraints are added by the appliation when Telex invokes itsgetConstraint method. They are summarised in Table 3, where NonCommutingis noted /. In order to ensure that Telex upalls the getConstraint method asneeded, insert and modify ations have an ation key, omputed as a hash ofthe tupleID .5.2 Shared CalendarOur Shared Calendar (SC) appliation is representative of ollaborative deision-making appliations. SC illustrates the advantages of Telex for semantially-rihollaborative appliations.SC helps people organise private events and group meetings ollaboratively,possibly in disonneted and asynhronous mode. Contrary to existing alendarappliations, SC detets on�its (suh as double booking), proposes solutions,and ensures agreement and eventual onsisteny.This would be di�ult to ahieve without Telex support. Appliation logi(i.e., maintaining the data strutures and identifying onstraints) is well sepa-rated from the system logi, i.e., persistene, repliation, on�it detetion andresolution, ommitment, et.5.2.1 SC logiEah user or loation has an assoiated alendar doument. Eah event (e.g., ameeting) is a separate doument. A alendar may be read or updated by otherusers, who an (if so authorised) reate or manage events, invite people to anevent, or identify on�its and free time.We use the following notations. An event e is unique, has a name e.name,and a datee.date, and is materialised by a Telex doument e.dox.A user A reates an event e by reating the doument e.dox, and by loggingan open-event ation in his own alendar and an invite(A) ations in e.dox. HeRR n° 6546



18 Benmou�ok et al.

Figure 6: Exeution senario for the Shared Calendar appliationalso logs an enable-event ation in e.dox that symbolises the reation of theevent. This ation is used to speify onstraints on the event reation as shownnext.Later, user A may invite other users by logging an open-event ation in hislog within their alendars, and a orresponding invite ation in e.dox.One a user has opened an event doument, he may invite more users. Healso an anel the event or some user invitation by logging a anel-event or aanel-invitation ation in e.dox.7The ation keys identify the event and its time-slots. Therefore, ations inthe same alendar for the same event, or for di�erent events at the same time,will have overlapping keys, ausing Telex to invoke the getConstraint upallinterfae of SC.A alendar doument ation ommutes with all other alendar doumentations. Constraints between event doument ations are similar to the SRDAonstraints, where enable-event, anel-event and invite (or anel-invitation)are like like insert , remove and modify respetively.To avoid double bookings, onurrent invite ations are antagonisti, if theyonern the same user at the same time but di�erent events.5.2.2 Use aseConsider the senario in Figure 6. Users Jean-Mihel, Lamia and Mar areworking separately and ommuniate only via the SC appliation.7Currently it is not possible to ollaboratively hange the time of an event. This willrequire extensions to Telex to assoiate the time updates with some user invitation to deteta double booking, whih is future work. INRIA
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Figure 7: Mar's site at t3Jean-Mihel organises meeting Networking Seminar NS with Mar. He pro-poses two alternative dates, Monday and Tuesday (Operation 1 in the �gure).Lamia also organises a meeting Greek Lesson GL with Mar on Monday(Operation 2).SC reates the event douments and logs the ations and onstraints toTelex, as detailed in Figure 7, depiting the state of Mar's site at time t3.Lamia's SC instane reates GL.dox doument, imports Mar's alendar,and logs the following ations:� On Mar's and Lamia's alendar: open-event (e2).� On GL.dox: A = enable-event, B = invite(Lamia), C = invite(Mar). SCgroups them atomially: A
⊳

⊲ B ∧B
⊳

⊲ C.To express the alternative Jean-Mihel's SC instane transparently reatestwo events NS1 and NS2 with on�iting enable-event ations. For both events,SC generates similar ations as for the GL event.Suppose that, at some point in time t1, Mar has reeived Jean-Mihel'sations, but not yet Lamia's. This may happen, for instane, if Lamia is workingo�ine. Telex omputes the shedules orresponding to two possible solutions:(i) holding NS on Monday and aborting NS on Tuesday; or (ii) holding NS onTuesday, and aborting NS on Monday. Sine the former solution ontains moreations, it will be proposed �rst.RR n° 6546



20 Benmou�ok et al.Later, at t2 Mar knows Lamia's ations. Telex heks the keys of Lamia'sations with Jean-Mihel's. C = invite(Mar) on GL.dox and E = invite(Mar)on NS1.dox both have a key representing the Monday slot. Therefore, Telexasks SC for the orresponding onstraints. SC returns an antagonism onstraint
C
←
→ E. This ensures that no view ontains both C or E, and that one or theother (or both) eventually abort.Finally, Telex o�ers the two possible solutions: (i) NS on Tuesday and GLon Monday, aborting NS on Monday; or (ii) NS on Monday, aborting GL onMonday and aborting NS on Tuesday.Lamia is not invited to event NS, she may not read NS1.dox nor NS2.dox.Nevertheless, Telex ensures that she eventually gets noti�ed of a on�it our-rene that may abort GL. The same goes for Jean-Mihel. The reoniliationphase ensures that Mar, Lamia and Jean-Mihel eventually see a onsistentstate for GL and NS events.5.3 Shared wikiFor lak of spae, we desribe our Shared Wiki Appliation (SWA) only brie�y.Eah wiki page is a separate doument. Every user urrently editing it hasa log in the doument. His site keeps a loal replia of the wiki text, whih theuser modi�es loally using a standard text editor. Every time the user saves,the SWA omputes the di�erene from the previous version, and translates itinto insert-line and delete-line ations. Modifying a line is interpreted as anatomi grouping of delete-line and insert-line.The SWA uses the WOOTO operational transformation algorithm [7℄ toensure that onurrent edit operations ommute. A delete-line ation dependsausally on the ation that inserted the line. Inserting a line between two otherlines depends ausally on the two orresponding line insert operations.Sine all onurrent operations inside a doument ommute, there will neverbe any on�its. Therefore, edit ations arry no keys, and Telex never upallsgetConstraint to the SWA. Shedule omputation is trivial, sine all shedulesthat are ompatible with ausal dependene order are equivalent.Existing wiki editors maintain the set of past versions of a page. Thanksto Telex, SWA an reonstrut any past version, and additionally maintainsthe relations between versions. In the future, we ould extrat more historyinformation from the persistent multi-log, inluding page splits and merges,and opy-paste between pages.From the perspetive a single page, Telex serves mainly to reliably broadastations and replay them in ausal order. One added value of Telex for SWA isthe ability to perform multi-doument updates, e.g., a global replae throughall wiki pages onsistently. Telex also enables multi-appliation senarios, e.g.,ensuring that a wiki page ontain the details of a meeting agreed in the sharedalendar appliation. INRIA



Telex: Prinipled Sys. Support for Write-Sharing in Collab. Apps. 21Con�g Name 1x8M 8x8M 1x8L 8x8LWriters 1 8 1 8Log size (MB) 50 50 5 5RX limiting no no yes yesruntime (se) 3.4 9.3 306.48 309.31avg RX+TX (B/s) 102.9M 75.3M 228.4K 226.3KTable 4: Representative results for shared multilogs with 1 and 8 writers, withand without limiting reeiving tra�
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Figure 8: Multilog repliation progression for 8 writers, throttled inomingtra�. 4 disonnet.6 Performane evaluation6.1 Multilog experimentThe multilog toolkit is a simple set of tools and dæmons that reate, aessand onnet logs in multilogs. It is written in Python and uses TCP/IP fornetworking. It straightforwardly implements the design illustrated in Figure 2.There are four main utilities in the toolkit. LogServer monitors a log andpropagate updates. LogClient ontats a list of LogServers and loally repliatestheir logs. LogTool is a utility that an read or write a log. MultilogD is a simpledæmon that given a list of partiipants, ombines the log-tools to implement amultilog.
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22 Benmou�ok et al.6.1.1 Evaluation summaryThe multilog struture deouples reads and writes and promotes mostly-linearaess patterns. Therefore, the read/write performane of multilogs is domi-nated by the loal �lesystem and of the network stak. The purpose of thisevaluation is to demonstrate this fat; the results are summarised in Table 4Our performane goals are to sale to very large numbers of readers. Thenumbers of writers for a single doument is expeted to remain relatively small,on the order of tens of partiipants. This is typial for the internet soiety.E�ient propagation from a small number of writers to a huge number ofreaders is possible in peer-to-peer networks, where reipients of data propagatethem further. The net e�et of suh a solution is a high outgoing bandwidthand limited inoming bandwidth. In some of our experiments, we emulate thise�et by severely limiting inoming tra� of partiipants while leaving outgoingtra� unlimited.6.1.2 Detailed ResultsThe experimental setup involves one partiipant installed on eah of 8 nodesinteronneted with Gigabit Ethernet. The senario is simple; Either one or all8 partiipants begin to log a spei� amount of data as fast as possible. At thesame time, eah partiipant reads his logs and reords its repliation progressionover time. The writers and readers are implemented with LogTool instanes,logs are served by LogServers and propagated updates are reeived and writtento replias by LogClients.Table 4 lists representative results for running 1 and 8 onurrent writersboth with and without limiting the inoming tra�. The average tra� is thesum of the inoming and outgoing tra� ombined.Our onlusion is that, when there is no limit in e�et, multilog propagationperformane is omparable to the maximum network bandwidth. When limitsare in plae, although overall bandwidth drops as expeted, we observe thatvarying the number of writers between 1 and 8 has no e�et. Furthermore, in allthe experiments, disonnetion of a partiipant does not disrupt the remainingones, as illustrated in Figure 8.6.2 Syntheti benhmarksSound shedules omputation Telex omputes sound shedules using theIeCube algorithm [9℄. For a randomly generated graph ontainning 10000 a-tions and 20000 onstraints, our algorithm omputes a sound shedule in 200ms. In running mode Telex uses inremental mode, and the omputation isaround a milliseond. INRIA



Telex: Prinipled Sys. Support for Write-Sharing in Collab. Apps. 23Reoniliation time We test the time to deide newly proposed ations.During this experiene we ompute a shedule every 100ms, and a proposalevery 100ms. Eah site submits 20 ations per seond. The average time toommit an ation using the FIFO algorithm (see Setion 4.3) is 64ms.6.3 STMBenhWe run the STMBenh7 benhmark [2℄, whih emulates an appliation witha rih data struture and many di�erent operations. We hose STMBenh7mainly beause it demonstrates onurreny and on�its. It also serves as anillustration of the use of Telex on a omplex data struture.STMBenh7 was developed to exerise software transational memories,based on the previous OO7 benhmark for objet-oriented databases. STM-benh7 builds an objet graph with millions of objets and onneted by nu-merous pointers. It ontains 45 operations (21 read-only, 24 read-write) withvarious sope and omplexity. We ported to Telex the read-write operationsonly. They all operate in a similar manner: traverse the data struture, readingone or many attributes of one or many objets, and modify an objet.An STMBenh7 benhmark onsists of two phases: reating a randomisedobjet graph, and invoking operations. We measure only the seond phase.There are four four main ategories of operations:� Long traversal: aess large parts of the objet graph, typially all �as-semblies� and �atomi parts�.� Short traversals: aess fewer objets, traversing the graph along a ran-domly hosen path.� Short operations: hoose a small number of objets, and perform an op-eration on these objets or in their neighbourhood.� Struture modi�ations: randomly reate or delete objets, or reate ordelete pointers between objets.Eah STMBenh7 operations is mapped to a single ation, hene will beisolated from onurrent operations.Unexpetedly, in the original ode, operations always ommute, beause theupdates either swap two shared pointers, or add 1 modulo 2 to a shared integer.We therefore modi�ed the benhmark so that, with some probability, updateseither ommute or do not ommute.Due to the large number of operations, we will not present a omprehen-sive list of onstraints. Instead, we explain the rules we follow to de�ne theonstraints.� Any modi�ation to an objet is ausally dependent on the reation of thesame objet.� Two ations that modify the same data are NonCommuting.RR n° 6546



24 Benmou�ok et al.Number of sites Time to benhmark (s)1 202 213 214 215 216 21Table 5: STMBenh7 results� If an ation reads some data, and another ation onurrent writes thesame data, the former is NotAfter the latter. This ensures that, at allsites, the read will see the value before the write.The results of the benhmark are shown in Table 5, exeuting the operationsthat modify data (not the struture). Performane is independent of the numberof sites.7 Lessons learnedExperiene with appliations and benhmarks has given us useful feedbak,both regarding the implementation of Telex, as well as guidelines for appliationdevelopers.The urrent implementation of Telex su�ers from exessive memory on-sumption. The ACG an quikly reah sizes of several tens of thousands ofnodes, and is aessed onurrently by many threads. For instane, the shed-uler parses the ACG at the same time as loal and remote appliations aremodifying it. To avoid onurreny issues, the sheduler takes a full opy of theurrent ACG, whih both onsumes memory and is slow (in Java). Similarly,forward exeution and rollbak of appliations involves opying their internalstate, whih an be very large. In both ases, an obvious solution (and futurework) is to opy-on-write instead.Translating appliation semantis into ations and onstraints is a skill thattakes time to aquire. We present some guidelines derived from our own expe-riene. Note that these are not hard rules, and even may be on�iting.The most important suggestion is to leverage ommutativity as muh aspossible. As noted in the SWA, if all operations ommute, onsisteny is trivial.The SWA example also shows that, sometimes, operations that appear non-ommuting intuitively, an be designed or transformed to ommute.We learned that it is important to turn every piee of shared informationinto a separate doument. In the initial design of SC, alendars were the onlydouments, and events were impliit in the alendars. This raised a numberINRIA



Telex: Prinipled Sys. Support for Write-Sharing in Collab. Apps. 25of problems, beause there was no obvious way to detet when a meeting on-�it would impat another user indiretly. Separating out events as distintdouments solved this.It is important to distinguish the sequential onstraints (mainly, NotAfterand Causal) from the onurreny onstraints (on�its). The former are loggedwith their right-hand ation; the latter are logged in response to getConstraint.Conurreny onstraints are derived from the appliation invariants. For in-stane, in SRDA, the sequential spei�ation forbids two tuples with the sameidenti�er; it follows that onurrent inserts with the same identi�er are inAntagonism.One lesson from STMBenh7 is to reason about high-level operations ratherthan low-level ones, in order to deal with fewer ombinations. Furthermore,it is sometimes the ase where high-level operations ommute (for instane,inrement and derement a shared integer) even though their low-level imple-mentations (e.g., reads and writes) do not.However, in some ases, it may be simpler to reason about a small numberof low-level primitives when they may be ombined into a large number of op-erations. Currently, this kind of approah is ompliated by the lak of supportfor transational isolation, whih is future work.Constraints are hard to validate. We suggest two omplementary approahesfor future work. A ompiler ould generate ations and onstraints from ahigh-level spei�ation, and a heker ould verify that all ation-onstraintombinations verify the appliation invariants.8 Related workState-mahine repliation [5℄ is based a total order of operations. This ensuresonsisteny and orretness, but requires onsensus at eah operation, in theritial path of the appliation. In ontrast, Telex's optimisti approah per-forms onsensus in bathes, in the bakground.Optimisti repliation [11℄ has been widely used, e.g., in repliated �le sys-tems (for instane, Coda [3℄ or Roam [10℄) and for ollaborative work (e.g.,Bayou [17℄). In these systems, replias eventually onverge, but they generallydo not ensure any high-level orretness. For instane, the widely-used �last-writer-wins� (LWW) loses updates when on�its our, and does not maintainonsisteny between objets. Our onstraints additionally ensure that applia-tion invariants are preserved.Many repliated systems transmit new values or deltas (the state-basedmodel). The operation-based model used in Telex (i.e., the system stores,transmits and replays logs of operations) retains more useful information forreoniliation. This is espeially advantageous when high-level operations log-ially ommute despite reading and writing the same physial data, as in ourSC and SWA appliations.RR n° 6546



26 Benmou�ok et al.The literature on omputer-supported o-operative work is widely basedon operational transformation (OT) [14℄. OT ensuring ommutativity betweenonurrent operations by modifying them at replay time. Combined with reli-able ausal-order broadast, this ensures onvergene with no further onur-reny ontrol, but unfortunately OT appears limited to very simple text-editingsenarios. Telex takes advantage of ommutativity when it is available, andsupports any mix of ommutative and non-ommutative operations.Coda's appliation-spei� resolvers [4℄ or Bayou [17℄ give appliations fullontrol over on�its. However, this requires developers to have a deep under-standing of distributed systems issues. Instead, Telex requires stylised onur-reny onstraints from appliations and takes are of on�it resolution in anappliation-indendent manner.Telex has many similarities with Bayou [17℄ and also many di�erenes.Bayou is an operation-based system that provides ommitment; the ommit-ted state is guaranteed orret. However, Bayou relies on a primary site forommitment and the ommitted shedule is unpreditable. Furthermore, thesystem o�ers no help for reoniliation.Constraints were used for reoniliation in the IeCube [9℄ system. IeCuberelies on a primary site for ommitment. In Telex, eah site runs an IeCubeengine (or any alternative) to propose shedules, and the ommitment protoolensures onsensus based on these proposals. IeCube supports a riher set ofonstraints and an extrat them from the appliations' soure ode [8℄.The Ivy peer-to-peer �le system [6℄ reoniles the urrent state of a �lefrom single-writer, append-only logs. There are several di�erenes between Ivyand Telex. Ivy is designed for onneted operation. Ivy is state-based andreoniles using a per-byte LWW algorithm by default. Whereas Telex loaliseslogs per doument, in Ivy there is a single global log for all the updates of agiven partiipant. Reading any �le requires sanning all the logs in the system,whih does not sale well, although this is o�set somewhat by ahing. Ivy hasno ommitment protool, therefore a state may remain tentative inde�nitely.The Ivy authors suggest that maliious updates an be removed after thefat, by ignoring the orresponding log. However, sine Ivy does not reordonstraints, it annot reonstrut a orret state: for instane, an update byan innoent user that depends on a previous but maliious update annot beremoved.9 ConlusionWe presented the Telex system for shared mutable douments in a distributedsystem. We presented our motivations, its formal priniples, the engineeringdesign and implementation, and a number of prototypial appliations. We alsoprovided some performane measurements. INRIA
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